
Animal farm written response 
With crane Brintons theory


	 The Book Animal Farm by George Orwell is about a farm who’s animals start a 
revolution against the farms owner, Mr. Jones. We’re Using Crane Brintons theory to 
explain the revolution that takes place. The first stage is the incubation stage. This is 
represented in the book when the animals living conditions are presented and we see 
how the animals are unhappy with the amount of food, heat and comfort they get. One 
night they have a meeting and words about a revolution are shared amongst them.


	 The Moderate stage of the revolution begins when the animals chase Mr. Jones 
and his workers off the farm and claim the land as their own. They rename the farm as 
“Animal Farm”.

The pigs start to take some control and try to make order, they make some rules that 
the animals must follow. The Pigs start learning how to read and write. After a while 
they paint 10 Commandments on the wall of the barn, that the animals must abide by. 
Over time the pigs become more intelligent and work less and less than the other 
animals. The pigs try to teach some of the other animals so read and write. They where 
mostly unsuccessful, although some of the animals started to pick it up like the horses. 
Two of the pigs Napoleon and Snowball rise to power together, but start wanting 
different things for Animal Farm. Snowball wants to creat a windmill to generate power 
so the animals can have an easier time working and get heat for the barn. Napoleon 
does not think this is a good idea because it will take to much work and material they 
don’t have.


	 The Crisis Stage in Animal Farm can start to be shown when Napoleon Releases 
his secret group of dogs on Snowball and drive him off Animal Farm. The Animals 
Become a little scared of Napoleon, and subconsciously let him assume power over 
the whole farm. Napoleon explains to the animals that he wanted to build the windmill 
the whole time and convinced the, that snowball was an informant for one of the 
neighbouring farms. They begun work on the windmill and Napoleon made trades with 
other farms to get the some of the required materials.

The animals notice that the pigs didn’t help work on the windmill and are living with 
good food and comfort. The windmill was rebuilt multiple times due to it being 
destroyed and the pigs assumed more power, more comfort and less work. The other 
animals got the opposite and didn’t complain.


	 The recovery stage can be shown by the many years where the animals are 
content with their lives all is seemingly well in Animal Farm


